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DIRECTIONS
Complete the crossword by filling in the correct spelling word from  
Greek origins that fits each clue. 
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Down: Across:
1. a city regarded as the center of a particular

activity.
2. dissent from a dominant theory or opinion

in any field.
3. the edible usually dark purple fruit of a tree

of the same name.
4. a formation of branches affording a cover of

foliage; specifically : the uppermost
spreading branchy layer of a forest.5. specific locality : spot.

6. of or relating to the downward motion of air
(as in air drainage induced by surface
cooling).

7. a preliminary plan : conception, design;
usually : a plan or purpose of action.

8. shallow usually circular utensils (as of china
or plastic) from which food is eaten.

9. extraordinary : remarkable.
10. a greasy substance that may be of animal,

vegetable, mineral, or synthetic origin, and
that depending on type is used as fuel, as
food, in soap, and in perfumes.

11. articular prominences on a bone — used
chiefly of such as occur in pairs likened to a
pair of knuckles.12. relating to or made of thread, yarn, or fabric

made from a fine continuous protein fiber
produced by various insect larvae.

13. usually metallic devices for radiating or
receiving radio waves: antennas.

14. salespersons in a store : those who work at
sales or service counters.
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